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To view the video of the stop motion, follow this link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RJC7f2zA1sg
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To read the poets, go to pages 75-76
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To view the video of the stop motion, follow this link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G0xRt1-qi2I

SK

To view the video of the stop motion made for the competition, follow this link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LO0BYpabSgU
All the work presented on this page is part of the mentioned competitons and shared between Aleksandra Banas, Andrew
McClements, Cameron Jones and Zsófi Veres.

To view the video of the stop motion on eveloping the design outside, follow this link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iSDeAfitmz8

Page 2

Play to see
There is a social assumption of the blind as being a restricted individual who is incapable of performing activities without assistance. This
made those considered ‘disabled’ left behind, not treated equally. How could visually impaired become equal members of our society if our
constantly developing world is dominated by visuals?
Play to see is a case study of a Victorian house and its surroundings turned into a platform for playful activities. There have been many
studies showing the importance of playing in well-being but there is a need for freedom in what and how to play1. Framing spaces through
the sense of touch is the primary focus of this project to achieve the comfort and equal participation of the blind by balancing the need for
assistance (through the presence of certain built elements and/or individuals) and the freedom of play.

Introduction

It is time to challenge our perception of a blind as a restricted individual treating them equal and valuable members of our society.

1

Play England, Making spaces for play (2004) < http://www.playengland.net/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/play-and-health-policy-brief-03.pdf> accessed [03/01/2021]

To view the videos, follow this link: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCTdnmVE3L0yCYNMi9VqopAw

All the work presented on pages 37-41 are part of the Sanctuary Competition and shared between Aleksandra
Banas, Andrew McClements, Felix Strorer, Katarzyna Klara and Zsófi Veres.

To watch the video, follow this link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3OoUAZF0FdA

Swimming

Tennis

Bowling

Rugby football

1900-1904: plan for a swimming pool
1906: plan for an open-air swimming pool near Mill stream
1911: plan for a children’s paddling pool
1922: opening of the paddling pool and swimming pool
1994: closed because of its temporary use (uneconomical)

1901: tennis courts adjoint with Potcanna Farm (no nets,
fencing, not enclosed, not levelled)
1924: 6 courts (hard courts, grass could not be maintained)
Today: 10 courts

1932: opening of the bowling green
2015: temporarily closed

1908: 9 football pitches
1917: 1 football pitch (allotments)
1924: 4 football pitches
1930-1931: 9 football pitches
1970-1980: Winter game faciility in-between Western
Avenue and the Cathedral
Today: playing between September to April

Croquet
2015: using the bowling green

To view the animation, follow this link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UnwbZF6cQnQ

Golf

Hockey

Cricket

1923: plan for a putting green on the western
side, was not adequeate
1931: putting green on the eastern side (in the
place of an allotment)
1964: 9 hole miniature golf on the western side

1899-1900: no specific field (first come first basis)
1931: 3 fields
1980s: 4 fields
Today: Moved to Sophia Gardens

1899: no specifc field
1900: 3 picthes
1904: 12 pitches (March-May)
1905: 3 furhter practise pitches
After World War 1: decrease in quality and number of fields
1920s: levelled fields
1930: 5 pitches
Today: playing between April to September

To view the animation, follow this link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UnwbZF6cQnQ
For the short stories, go to pages 77-79.

To view the video on spatial organization, follow this link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v8COtiOLUVg

Programming applying
the priciples of theme
park building
To allow the three target groups to
equally access the fields, the idea
is to apply the principles of ‘Theme
park’ building.

1. Refreshment point (existing café)
2. Open-air ‘stadium’/Open air cinema
with public toilets
3. Playground (existing)
4. Tennis court (existing)
5. Pavilion for bowling green (existing)
6. Management office and outdoor
restaurant (Flour’d Up, Dia Julia
Brazilian Food)
7. Indoor sport centre (changing
rooms, shower, storage, sports
hall, gym) and Leisure centre
(climbing, game room
8. Relaxation zone (sheltered
seatings/swings)
9. Refreshment point (Rogue Welsh
Cake Company + landmark)
10. Mini golf and refreshment point
(Daisy Belle Ice cream)
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COCONET, An alternative way of gathering with/without the Women’s Community Hall in Urata

65000 hectare

35% used by
households

Available
local
coconut sources

Using coconut fibres
considered as waste

There is a reliance on the community hall for the people of the village to come together. This besides not only shows a separation of private and public uses, illustartes a possibility of expecting the
unrealistic as the execution of the project is dependent on the easing of travelling restricted due to COVID-19. The village is based on a spiral planning where the community hall sits in the middle
as a point to meet and all residential houses are placed around it. On the edge, the forest is starting enwrapping Urata into a protected shell. Such organization allows a clear separation of private
and public uses; although, it shows a need for the community hall that gives a platform to gather. COCONET, is a proposal to address the reliance on the community hall by allowing for small-scal
einterventions to provide spaces for connecting the people of Urata. Furthermore, it can allow for transiting spaces to make connections between the residential houses and the community hall. All in
all, it is to make the village livers to be willing to come together. To share, to listen, to connect.

2021?

Local
crafting
techniques

Forming ropes
out of them

Central space for
common-making

Connecting them to create nets =
platforms for gathering

Bringing the village togeher
by the act of making

How can small-scale interventions address the damaging effects of cyclones?

Reliance on community hall

As there would be a need for engineered, structurally stable forms to work independently withstanding cyclones , the idea
is to create moveable interventions that can be placed outside when the weathering conditions allow it. There is a large
number of coconuts that cover 65000 hectares of area on Fiji islands. The population is using 35% of the produced coconuts
wihtin the households. Coconut fibres can be considered as the ‘waste’ part of the coconuts, therefore, without any funding
required, the interventions can be built. These have been traditionally applied for creating ropes; therefore, there is no
need for the presence of experts to create these.

Uncertainty of COVID-19

Testing how can the fibre be
removed from the shell

Testing how can the fibres come
together into a rope

CENTRE OF THE VILLAGE = PUBLIC USES

RESIDENTIAL HOUSES = PRIVATE USES

FOREST = PROTECTION, FORMS AN EDGE
Testing how can the ropes come
together into a net

Testing its strength

The stages of the process

Spiral structure of the village, reliance on a community
building that is centralised
Testing the process of net-making

Knotting techniques

Testing the different uses of the
net and its fixation

How can coconut become the source of Urata’s community?

Creating small-scale interventions that allows for connections and are
possible to be made only by the community

Moveable structures

Reliance
on
knowledge

No reliance on funding

How can the nets be used for more?

Coconut fibres can be found on the outer shells of the coconuts. They are weak when they are on their own but
when twisted together, they have a strength dependent on the amount. By twisting two bundles togther, a rope can
be formed. The created ropes can be connected to wooden elements that can allow a net to be formed. The final
strength can be easily tested. The experiment showed the need for making sure all connection points are strenghtened;
otherwise, it will cause the failure of the net.

local

A. WITHOUT A ‘COMMUNITY HALL, COCONETTING OUTDOORS

The nets can be pirmarily used to connect residential houses to the community halls; although,
these can also be applied in the community halls if needed. Therefore, both outside, inside and joint
uses can be considered for applying these interventions.

HAMMOCK

CLIMBING

SWING

PLAYING GAMES

6.PLACING NET

PLAYGROUND

WALL

7.COCONETTING

SEATING
2.COLLECTING
COCONUT
FIBRES

1.COLLECTING
COCONUT

3.FORMING
ROPE

HAMMOCK

4.FORMING
ROPE

5. TESTING NET
SWING AND SEATING
PLAYGROUND
HAMMOCK
B. WITH A COMMUNITY HALL, COCONETTING IN AND OUT

HUB FOR MAKING

HAMMOCK

6.COCONETTING
WALL
SWING AND SEATING

WALL

5. TESTING NET

1.COLLECTING
COCONUT
2.COLLECTING
COCONUT
FIBRES
A. WITHOUT A ‘COMMUNITY HALL, COCONETTING OUTDOORS
B. WITH A COMMUNITY HALL, COCONETTING IN AND OUT

Potential placement of the nets for different purposes

3.FORMING
ROPE

As the design of the community hall is restricted to the concrete foundation, the joint and inside interventions are limited to the defined area. Those
interventions that can be placed outside are relying on the support of the trees as the buildings that are surrounding the community hall do not have
exposed elements that can serve the structure for the nets. Therefore, the outside interventions are arranged according to the available trees and distance
from the residential houses and the planned community hall.

GUIDANCE
The following guidance outlines how to form ropes out of coconut fibres, how to build a net from the
ropes; and the options for using nets. For making a strong, successful outcome, all steps need to be
carefully followed. Please be careful when forming the ropes and putting them together into a net,
beause the fibres can become really strong that can cause injuries! When fixing them up, make sure
that they can hold a person by placing coconuts into them! If not, check all connection points and see if
there are any points that can be strengthened! Enjoy the making:)

4.FORMING
ROPE

Forming a net
To make a strong net, you need to make sure that all connection points are carefully knotted! For connecting the ropes, you will need
two strong trees that are closer to each other or two strong bamboo that is deeply dig into the ground; and 4 helping hands.

1.

Forming a rope
To make a rope with a length of 2 metres, you will need 4 coconuts and altogether 4 helping hands (but
the more people you can collect the better result you can get!:)).

1.

2.

Remove the fibres from the
outer shell (if you can try to
make sure to have longer
ones)

4.

3.

Remove the fibres from the
inner shell (these are probably
going to be weaker but still
can be useful to use)

5.

Collect to equal size of
bundles out of the collected
fibres

7.

10.

11.

Twist the right hand sided
one over the left one while
holding the top together

7.

Put the left hand size bundle
above the right hand size one

You should reiceive a triangular shape

9.

8.

Continue the same process in the same
height with the rest of the ropes joining
the end ones to the side

Bring the rope from the bottom to the
top through the hook made by the
folded side of the rope

6.

Join the ropes that are next to each
other by creating a hook formed by
holding them together

After finishing the first row, you can
continue moving downwards and joining
the same height ones together

By the end, you will be able to join the
end of the ropes to the rope fixed at
the beginning lower. You can burn the
ending of the ropes to stop fraying

After finishing the rope, you can remove them from the trees and place them in the designated spot. Recommened activity in the meanwhile: singing with a bit of
dancing.

9.

Rotate the right hand size
bundles over the left hand
size one while holding the top
of the bundles together

3.

Bring a new rope, fold it and put the
folded side around the rope fixed upper

5.

Join the ropes in the same way in an
equal distance

Collect together fibres that
have around the same length
and that thickness which is
the size of your finger

Twist the bundles together as
strongly as possible

8.

Twist the right hand size one
twice while holding the top of
the two bundles together

2.

Connect two ropes in between the two
trees or bamboos in a distance of around
1.5 metres

4.

6.

6.COCONETTING

Twist the originally left hand
sided one twice (which is on
the right hand side now) while
keeping the top together

Placing the net
To make the best use of the nets, put them outside once the weather allows you to do so. Here are some options for placement for
different purposes:

12.

When your rope is starting to
grow and there is not much
left you need two equal sizes
of new bundles

Twist strongly the new bundle
into the right one then rotate
it around. Then do the same
for the other side

Search for two trees and fix
them up in four points

Search for two trees fix them
in two points and thenuse
two small bamboos to fix the
two other end to the ground

Search for as many people as possible to celebrate the achievement! You have made a COCONET!
Repeat these steps until you receive the 2 metres length! Remember you need to hold the top strongtly together at the
beginning! Recommended activity in the meanwhile: singing

Create a seating by using a
smaller net and four ropes. Fix
the ropes up on a tree. You can
add a net to its back as well

Create a goal by using four
bamboos and joining them
by a bigger net and two
smaller ones

Digital editing changing the analog format of the journal - is there a
way I can reflect on editing digitally as a next step?
After finishing the last chapter of this year’s learnings, I wanted to capture the way I
have used the journal. The tools that I have mainly used and the way it was made. I
decided to scan the pages in the way that I was working with it and with the pen that
I used with it. I think it made me realise how such simple technique and simple set of
tools can enrich design.
By making digital editing, it allowed me much further possibilities in thinking about
what to write, how to edit. When it comes to analog-making, it is about starting it,
otherwise all the planning takes the opportunity away from trial and error. In the case
of digital formatting, there is no feeling of pressure beause there is always a way to
correct a mistake. Although, these mistakes do not stay with me (unless it is saved as
a separate document) that the analog format allows. To keep looking back at it.
I think the journal allowed for such experimenting. When I started at the beginning
of the year, I felt like I need to make a perfect version of the journal. I had to make
the texts before putting it on paper. I drew everythig out with pencil before using the
pen. I soon realised that besides repeating the same process over and over again, it
does not allow me to be true to myself and to see what were my inital thoughts in
that particular moment. I would like to learn and if in that moment, I have seen those
things in that way, that shall be captured.
I can already see the dfference with digital editing. I can look back at this text and I
will probably do to check whether it is nicely written. Although, it would be perfectly
fine for the purpose it makes. It is about capturing the thoughts in the moment. It is
most likely to change by time but there is no reason for not admitting that.
What this formatting allwed me to see once again is the beauty of combinging analog
and digital media. The way the journal sits on the page creates a frame to the writing.
There is no need for editing any other texture/colour or any objects that I would
usually use because it is already highlighing that there is a text written. The digital
texts and images are coming out differently on the pages that is nice as it can be
easily told when it was done. Altogether, these tools captured the time I worked and
the way I worked.
It would be interesting to see how would the Journal change after looking through
the edited version. Using a different medium to reflect on the way I edited the analog
medium with digital. What sort of mean could achieve that? Is there another way of
approaching designing/creating? Can there be another way of doing it? I would like to
believe that there is. Maybe the next time I will look at this Journal, I will already have
an idea besides havig a completely different set of tools, perspectives. Something
new that can enlight these thoughts that were reflected here. For sure, I will smile at
the things I said here and there will be much words attributed in the new Journal to
understand what was happening here and how can it be taken forward. And there
are certainly going to be new things brought in to think about. But those need to be
faced in the moment.
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Appendix 1 - Exploration with poetwriting

Cooking:

You can almost taste in the air the prepared
pasta al pesto picante
Outdoor playing:
as the freshly cut basil flows through the space.
It has a different purpose for today,
The ball was scrolling so fastly
cause Chef Pete is in place
That seemed impossible reaching
of the usual one who is the Sous Chef for this
Except for Pete who ran that quickly
With ease even if he could not see the thing day.
Like he is in race,
He was chasing so delightfully.
works quickly, using all sorts of way,
The sound of courage around him making
while she prepares all the thing perfectly in
Such Echo on the walls smoothly
pace.
Allowing him knowing
A bit of bruschetta as an entrée
Where he is really
is what is getting ready in chase.
Running.
As the dough for the secondi is on its way
he could not take a taste
The outside turned quickly
of the zuppa di pomodoro, that lay
Into a field of living
just on the hub but there is no necessity for
Organism as the kids vividly
moving in the space
Started to playing.
as the spread of that smell, that beautifully
Many of the neighbours curiously
cooked tomato in play,
Looking out from their windows, trying
To see how the game will turn out, so friendly! with oregano, marjoram, and other lovely herbs
to taste.
‘I am here in the middle Pete’ coming
‘All comes together Pete in a nice way!
From Dan, who is playing in midfield, fastly
But just in case
catches the ball moving
if you want to add more to play
forward while shouting, surprisingly
we can make something special today’.
he sees Pete running
to the exactly
perfect spot he said to score the ball knowing Guests starting to arrive in the place,
not surprising as the beautiful smell spreads like
it will mean the wining of the game, finally.
a intangible display,
there is an increase in warmth of the space:
As the game is ending,
‘Please Stay
They all realised that not only
They were here for the whole time, watching to keep us moving even more with ease.’
And supporting them, around twenty people Coming from the chef straight away
to make them part of this lovely evening’s
cheerfully
grace.
Congratulated them for winning.
Why would they leave anyway.
as the next chef Jamie Oliver is in chase?
A lovely ballet
of cookers to fease
that celebration of a meal that is in portrait,
cooking that forms without taking a taste.
A bottle of chardonnay,
is in the hands of the eight-year old in chase,
take all the guests’ breath away,
without even a slight glance on the surface
where the empty glasses currently stay,
fills them equally to share
and asking if the amount is okay.
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Gardening:

Indoor playing:

A small organism as it starts to become visible
Makes a freeze in sight
Not for Pete who relies more on the predictable.
As he captures the light
That smoothly warms his face, irresistible
He knows it was the right
Time for it to grow out. If that is possible
He would like to eat it now despite
More weeks need to pass to make it edible.
His dad just walks out to this space, bright
Such sunny day to move those valuable
Tomato plants that were taking care of in that light
Warm space inside protected from the unstable
Weather outdoors but it was for everyone’s delight.
The growing plants are placed next to the loveable
carrots that might
be mature enough to be consumable.
There is no need to say that twice to Pete as that is
his favourite.
‘Let’s call mom and Kathy to make them able
To try out how is our first
this fresh vegetable!’
His dad could not be happier to see him alright
Being so affable
He responds with a smile that quite
Describes the way he acts all the time, it is notable.
‘Sure, they must have an appetite
what if bring a table?
It would be lovely to eat the breakfast outside in
spite
That it is a bit cold but we should be able
To cope with that, right?’
Pete carefully waters every single vegetable,
so that he can help his dad bring out that quite
big table.

One little cube block gets placed
before
It is followed by a roll piece,
A castle is being built or
Is that a cheese
who knows in this more
than lovely way these
Two so much alike explore
What the world they imagine, one
is peace
Is what they look for.

Pete is just touching that piece
That is becoming the core.
‘Please’
Kathy starting to ask a favor
From Pete: ‘Can you reach
Something for me? I cannot feel
my legs anymore.’
That one piece
that feels like a cube sponge or
is that a piece
which has a shape to ignore?
Pete catches that undefinable
block and just to tease
Asks how will this be suitable for
The lovely created cheese.
That is when the parents are
opening the door
But no words could leave
As those two are lying on the floor
Laughing so hardly on the fact
whether that piece
That shaped nothing more
Than something that can be called
with ease
There is nothing better they could have imagined in Unknown. This makes them
this morning than a light,
realise for
Breakfast picked up from the garden. It is so
Sure they both thought to fease
enjoyable
Something that different or
That Kathy just ran to pick up a few more bites
Is that the case so? It is something
But she got really surprised that she was unable
to adore.
To find any more to overcome her appetite.
But It is time to sleep
His father just started to laugh in this loveable
As the humor
Manner and say ‘It is not infinite
Turns to a release
My love but as soon as the time allows, Pete and I Of that tiredness and for
will be able
Once they all agree
To grow some more, is that alright?
To sleep and dream of the
evermore.
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Appendix 2 - Exploration with short story-writing

Paul

Life on Our Field, Llandaff

I enjoy those days, when my wife and I just wonder around our little community,
Llandaff. Today was just like that. We decided that the best thing to do is going
to our usual place to Bishops’s Palace in the morning- as a retreat before walking
down to the vivid Fields. It was beautiful, I should say. Not just my wife, but how
all the kids and adults were playing in such harmony on the fields. The rugby
game was on so many people were immersed into the southern area were my
wife and I were heading towards to – of course, we were interested to! Shorthly,
my wife got engaged with what sort of things the market holds and walked
around them as I was carefully watching the game – it was just a practice round
before the actual game. We decided to walk further up to see what the others
are doing.
There were some climbing up on the hills, as they noticed we are wathing, they
waved to us and we gently waved back ourselves as well. Some were more keen
on spending some time alone – as so my wife and I did – so we sat into our usual
place and get our own reading to catch up on. As the time went by, we felt a bit
of hunger, so we visited the newly opened pub on the corner. Finally, something
has happened to that area! It was nicely joint to the mini golf and became a new
hub to get to.
***
We slowly arrived to my favoruite spot – finally the cricket game was on. My wife
just picked up her book as she usually does when I watch the game. She knows
how much it means to me that she comes with me. And she knows how I need
to concentrate on every single movement that is happening on the field. I really
aprreciate for providing me such space. It was a beautiful game. I wish I could be
part of it still. But at least I can watch the playing happening.
I feel like I am part of it. I know I shoud not but I stand up and start shouting. I
keep telling myself that it is just a practice game and it is not real, but I cannot
stop. My wife knows that I need this so she doesn’t interrupt me. Some guys are
joining in with me and start cheering. I love it! That is what keeps me alive. That
passion.
***
The game is over, not for me because I always walk to the team to chat with
them. My wife follows me. We are hands in hands. They nicely repsond to my
comments on the game and soemone recognises me – the coach. He was
a young one when I was crashing the field and he politely asked me some
questions – he was not sure how to touch on those things that happened with
me – like it hurts me. People need to understand that I am already over the pain!
As we ended the chating, we slowly moved back on the path we came – this is
what we love. This is our routine. The game was already on, but we needed our
break from the meadow. I wanted to share some time with my wife, what can
be more lovely then taking a long path back home and talking before the dinner
comes!

Sam
As I was entering the field, many pairs of eyes for following me. It was
empowering. Clapping, cheering echoed on the trees and the walls surrounded
by us. It was my last game that night. My last game as a professional player, but
many more games to come.
As I was slowly moving towards the midfield, where the others were lining up,
I was thinking of the routine that I did on every game I played before. I always
look around to see who is there watching me. There were many young aged who
were crowding in one spot. I could tell couple of them came to actually watch
the game but most just hang around trying to socialise with others. I don’t blame
them. There were some kids running around and cheering. They seemed to enjoy
whatever happens around them as it was finally possible to do so. Some elderly
were just watching without even saying a thing. They just observed the playing.
There was a sense of togetherness. I could feel every single person’s support in
that particular moment. It felt like our heart beats united into one. It was all set
the be pumping the ball.
Before that, it was going into the song that I sang for the last 26 years of my life.
If I knew the amount of times I have sung it.
The moment following is what made me want to start playing. That pump in the
air given by the audience, our supporters who put the effort into our playing and
us. All those pracitices, tiring workouts and communications between us. All the
games that we played before. Not necessary in the same team. Those all add
into that particular moment as we here the sound that we know by our heart
what it means – it is time to play.
***
I could hear that the clock is ticking for me. It was almost time for my last chance
to show what I can do. I could hear my wife’s words; even if I knew that she is
somewhere far away watching me but not shouting – she is not particularly that
type. I could hear my kids screaming. I was pretty sure in that one moment that
soemoene has shouted dad. I wanted to show them that I am playing only for
them. I went for it. Just for a last time.
***
Some tears came down as I was heading out of the field to the changing room.
It was the best way to say goodbye to my career. As I was slowly undressing to
head to the shower, some of my teammates congratulated me. Some hugged
me and we were laughing at how this was the best game of all time. Even if
it seems weird for others, these sort of conversations and laughters in the
changing room is what I love the most. Throughout our years that we played,
we had so many different places to dress and shower or not. We could adapt to
anything. But this new place was somehow different. Open for all of us but we
didn’t have to worry that anyone can see us. It was a lovely place to be in. It was
just for us to use!
I stepped outisde and my kids were running towards me. As I was hugging them,
my wife walked to me slowly. This was the time when the tears came but all I
could say:
‘Who wants to try the best ice cream in Cardiff?’
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Benny was just running around as he would usally do in the mornings. That was
the sign! It was time to go. Mum and dad have already left and I was again on my
own. But I didn’t mind this time. It was a nice day to get out with Benny, As I was
putting on some clothes, Benny was circling around me. He felt that I will take
him down! We were going in the same way as we ususally do as my mum and
dad only allows me to go there as they know the people on the street. As I do!
There was some people on the way who recognised me as I usually walk on
this road. I am pretty sure they only know because of Benny. Who wouldn’t
recognise him? When I saw the café on the edge, I recognised one of my friend
who I get to know there. He is Josh who has a dog as well. We got to know when
both of us were trying out the dog runner – at least that is what we call it. He
was struggling to get his dog down from the top. I was struggling to get the dog
up from there. He started to laiugh at me how I was trying to get him up when it
was so hard for him to get his dog down. Since then we usually meet when I am
coming down and make our dogs motivate each other to do things together. It
is really hard! Now we were going first to the ice cream shop because they were
supposed to have something called the chimney cake according to Josh which
they put nutella and ice cream into. He said some of his friends were already
down there so it was time to get to know some people. Our idea was to play
something on the field behind the forest.
***
It was a really nice day for playing. Many kids were coming together for
playing today! We loved that field beacause there were always different thigns
happening during the weekends! We were going down there and we started
getting into groups. This time they organised this game when you have to be in a
row with a couple of kids and do some challenges together. It was so much fun!
I got to know many people by this!
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